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Lecture Contents

CUDA: Optimizing Memory Access
- Shared memory, register memory. Example. 

Warp-Level Primitives

- Streams and Concurrency. Optimal strategies.
CUDA Stream Pipelining

- Warp Synchronization and data exchange.



Lecture Materials

CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency, Steve Rennich, NVIDIA Corporation 
https://developer.download.nvidia.com/CUDA/training/StreamsAndConcurrencyWebinar.pdf 

How to Optimize Data Transfers in CUDA C/C++, Mark Harris, NVIDIA Corporation 
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/how-optimize-data-transfers-cuda-cc/ 

Using CUDA Warp-Level Primitives, Yuan Lin and Vinod Grover, NVIDIA Corporation 
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/using-cuda-warp-level-primitives/ 
 

Understanding the Instruction Pipelines, Alex Shinsel, NVIDIA Corporation 
https://techdecoded.intel.io/resources/understanding-the-instruction-pipeline 

Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups, Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes 
http://www.irisa.fr/alf/downloads/collange/talks/collange_warp_synchronous_19.pdf

This lecture contains adapted slides and material from the following sources: 

Read them for detailed information! 

https://developer.download.nvidia.com/CUDA/training/StreamsAndConcurrencyWebinar.pdf
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/how-optimize-data-transfers-cuda-cc/
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/using-cuda-warp-level-primitives/
https://techdecoded.intel.io/resources/understanding-the-instruction-pipeline
http://www.irisa.fr/alf/downloads/collange/talks/collange_warp_synchronous_19.pdf


Optimizing Memory Access



RAM Latency

Picture Source: Computer Architecture: A Quantitative Approach Book by David A Patterson and John L. Hennessy

Solution - Cache memories bridges the gap between CPU and RAM performance

L1 Cache

L2 Cache

L3 Cache



Memory Hierarchy

Source & Further Read : https://computationstructures.org/lectures/caches/caches.html

What does 
this mean?

https://computationstructures.org/lectures/caches/caches.html


Turing TU102 Streaming Multiprocessor (SM)
Up to 4608 threads executing concurrently.



GPU Memory Hierarchy

Register
 File

Capacity: ~64k
Scope: All Threads in a block
Admin by: User & Compiler

L1 Cache Shared
Memory

Capacity: ~96k
Scope: All Threads in a block
Admin by: (L1)Implicit/(SHM)User

L2 Cache
Capacity: ~3Mb
Scope: Entire GPU
Admin by: Implicit

Image Source: https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/

L2 Cache

Capacity: ~6Gb
Scope: (Global) Entire GPU  
             (Local) Single Thread.
Admin by: User

Global 
Memory Local Memory

D-RAM

https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/


GPU Memory Hierarchy

Source: David Kirk and Wen-Mei Hwu

http://www.apple.com


Cache Locality

 Image source: Optimizing for instruction caches, part 1, Amir Kleen, Livadariu Mircea, Itay Peled, Erez Steinberg, Moshe Anschel, Freescale

Cache structures in modern processors benefit from both Temporal and Spatial locality.

High Cache Line Reuse Frequent Cache Fails
>> The caching/eviction decision is handled implicitly by the CPU guided by these heuristics <<

This works well in the vast majority of cases, but may not always be the optimal strategy.
Dictates how a program has to be developed to harness its potential



Cache Locality
Consider the following case: CPU with 2 Cache Lines Available - 4 Elements per Line

50% Efficiency

1 Cache Capacity Miss every 2 Accesses

Cache Line 
Contents



Explicit Cache
The user decides what data is loaded into cache -> Manual Prefetching.

100% Efficiency

No cache capacity misses 

Pseudo-Example: 
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
cache[i] = prefetch(buf[i*2]) 



GPU Shared Memory

Explicitly allocated/accessed by the programmer.
Shared Among all threads in a block --> Requires proper synchronization.
Remaining (unallocated) segments used for Local Memory and then L1 cache .

Key Points:

Tailored to fit the application (not necessarily otherwise, like CPU cache)

Allocation:
Host code: On Kernel Launch

size_t shmSize = 1000*sizeof(double); // The rest goes to L1 Cache 

myKernel<<<grid, block, shmSize>>>(pars);

Usage:
Device code: Inside the kernel

extern __shared__ double mySharedArray[]; 

s[i] = globalArray[i*n]; // Prefetching global memory into shared memory

Shared Memory Size should not exceed the L1-cache size of your GPU



Register / Local Memory

In CUDA, registers are explicitly allocated/accessed by the programmer.
Register Optimization

Warning: Excessive Registers will spill to local memory (DRAM)

GPU Compiler is less aggressive with optimizations due assumed parallelism

CPU: 
Predefined by Hardware 
through register names 

Employed by the compiler 
RAX ... RBX ...RCX

GPU:  
General Space (64kb) for entire Block 

Programmer defines and names registers: 
double mySum = 0.0;

double myAverage = 0.0;

Limited number of registers: 
 NRegs * NThreads should not exceed Register File Size (e.g., 64kb)

Exceptions: 
- Pre-defined arrays (e.g., myArray[512]) are stored in local memory. 
- Constant variables (e.g., const myPI = 3.14) may not count (are optimized out)



GPU Shared Memory (Static)
Example: 2D Problem - 4k Elements per side
#define BLOCKSIZE 32 

N = 4096; 

dim3 blockDim(BLOCKSIZE,BLOCKSIZE) // 512 Threads 

dim3 gridDim(n/BLOCKSIZE, n/BLOCKSIZE) //  128x128 Blocks = 16k Blocks 

my2dProblem<<<gridDim, blockDim>>>(grid1, grid2, N);

__global__ void my2DProblem(double* grid1, double* grid2, size_t N) 

{ 

 const size_t m     = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 

 const size_t t     = threadIdx.x; 

 __shared__ double s0[BLOCKSIZE][BLOCKSIZE]; //  32*32*8 bytes = 8k bytes 

 __shared__ double s1[BLOCKSIZE][BLOCKSIZE]; //  32*32*8 bytes = 8k bytes 

 s[2*t + 0] = grid1[m]; 

 s[2*t + 1] = grid2[m]; 

 __syncthreads(); // Important: synchronize to make sure every thread in the block saved their values before accessing. 

 double myCalc = 0.0; 

 for (size_t i = 0; i < blockDim.x; i++) myCalc += sqrt(s0[i] + s1[i]); 

}

Device Code:

#


GPU Shared Memory (Dynamic)
Example: 2D Problem - 4k Elements per side
N = 4096; 

dim3 blockDim(32,32) // 512 Threads 

dim3 gridDim(n/32, n/32) //  128x128 Blocks = 16k Blocks 

size_t shmSize = 2*32*32*sizeof(double);  

my2dProblem<<<gridDim, blockDim, shmSize>>>(grid1, grid2, N);

__global__ void my2DProblem(double* grid1, double* grid2, size_t N) 

{ 

 const size_t m     = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 

 const size_t t     = threadIdx.x; 

 extern __shared__ double s[]; 

 s[2*t + 0] = grid1[m]; 

 s[2*t + 1] = grid2[m]; 

 __syncthreads(); // Important: synchronize to make sure every thread in the block saved their values before accessing. 

 double myCalc = 0.0; 

 for (size_t i = 0; i < blockDim.x; i++) myCalc += sqrt(s[2*i] + s[2*i+1]); 

}

Device Code:

Shared Memory:
2 Doubles per Thread = 512*2*8bytes = 8kb 

Register Memory:
7 Registers * 512 Threads * 8bytes = 28kb

No spillage to local memory.  



Banked Access to Global & Shared Memory

Source: CUDA Programming Blog

No Conflict Multiple Conflicts

Source: NVIDIA

GPU RAM  
Optimized for High-bandwidth

Multi-banked access.

http://cuda-programming.blogspot.com/2013/02/bank-conflicts-in-shared-memory-in-cuda.html
http://www.apple.com


Profiling
NVIDIA Nsight - Displays the achieved (compute) occupancy and memory behavior of each kernel. 

Uses:  
- Squeeze computational capacity of the GPU 
- Measure efficiency of Cache/SHM optimizations

Source: NVIDIA

http://www.apple.com


Example
Matrix/Matrix Multiplication



Square Matrix Multiplication
2D Matrices (NxN)

1D (row by column) operation
Complexity: O(N^3)

Each thread 
Executes a 1D Kernel
for (int k=0; k<N; k++) 
c[i*N+j] += a[i*N+k] * b[k*N+j];

Blocks (X)

B
lo

ck
s 

(Y
)

Threads X

Th
re

ad
s 

YParallelize 
2D Geometry

for (int i=0; i<N; i++) 
for (int j=0; j<N; j++)

Blocks (X)
Blocks (Y)

Threads (X)
Threads (Y)

A x B = C
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) 

for (int j=0; j<N; j++) 
 for (int k=0; k<N; k++) 
 c[i*N+j] += a[i*N+k] * b[k*N+j];



Naive matrix multiplication  kernel

// Device Code 
__global__ void matrix(double* A, double* B, double* C, int N) 

{ 
int x = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x; 
int y = threadIdx.y + blockIdx.y*blockDim.y; 

if (x<N && y<N) 
{ 
c[x*N + y] = 0; 

for (int k=0; k<N; k++) 
C[x*N + y] += A[x*N + k] * B[k*N + y]; 

} 
}

// Host Code 
#define BLOCK_SIZE 32 
dim3 blocks(N/BLOCK_SIZE, N/BLOCK_SIZE); 
dim3 threads(BLOCK_SIZE, BLOCK_SIZE); // 512 Threads per Block 
matrix<<< blocks, threads >>>(dev_a, dev_b, dev_c,N);



Memory Access Pattern

Global Memory

Thread Read
Pattern 

Thread Write  
Pattern

N updates
Source: NVIDIA

http://www.apple.com


Shared Memory Optimized Kernel
__global__ void matrix(double* A, double* B, double* C, int N) 
{ 
int x = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x; 
int y = threadIdx.y + blockIdx.y*blockDim.y; 
int myRow = threadIdx.y 
int myCol = threadIdx.x 

 for (int m = 0; m < (N / BLOCK_SIZE); m++) 
 { 
  __shared__ double As[BLOCK_SIZE][BLOCK_SIZE]; 
  __shared__ double Bs[BLOCK_SIZE][BLOCK_SIZE]; 

  As[myRow][myCol] = A[x*N + m*BLOCK_SIZE+myCol]; 
  Bs[myRow][myCol] = B[(m*BLOCK_SIZE + myRow)*N + y]; 

  __syncthreads(); 
  for (int i = 0; i < BLOCK_SIZE; i++) C[x*N + y] += As[myRow][i] * Bs[i][myCol]; 
  __syncthreads(); 
 } 
}



Memory Access Pattern

Global Memory

Thread Read
Pattern 

Thread Write  
Pattern

N updates

Shared Memory

Source: NVIDIA

http://www.apple.com


One more optimization:
__global__ void matrix(double* A, double* B, double* C, int N) 
{ 
int x = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x; 
int y = threadIdx.y + blockIdx.y*blockDim.y; 
int myRow = threadIdx.y 
int myCol = threadIdx.x 

 double mySum = 0; 
 for (int m = 0; m < (N / BLOCK_SIZE); m++) 
 { 
  __shared__ double As[BLOCK_SIZE][BLOCK_SIZE]; 
  __shared__ double Bs[BLOCK_SIZE][BLOCK_SIZE]; 

  As[myRow][myCol] = A[x*N + m*BLOCK_SIZE+myCol]; 
  Bs[myRow][myCol] = B[(m*BLOCK_SIZE + myRow)*N + y]; 

  __syncthreads(); 
  for (int i = 0; i < BLOCK_SIZE; i++) mySum += As[myRow][i] * Bs[i][myCol]; 
  __syncthreads(); 
 } 
 C[x*N + y] += mySum; 
}



Memory Access Pattern

Global Memory

Thread Read
Pattern 

Thread Write  
Pattern

1 update

Shared Memory

Register Memory

mySum

Source: NVIDIA

http://www.apple.com


GPU Stream Pipelining



Pipelining

Source: https://techdecoded.intel.io/resources/understanding-the-instruction-pipeline/#gs.665w4j

3 Instructions: A, B, C

5 μOps per Instruction:
- Fetch 
- Decode 
- Execute 
- Memory 
- Write

A common instruction-level optimization on modern CPUs

https://techdecoded.intel.io/resources/understanding-the-instruction-pipeline/#gs.665w4j


Pipelining is enabled by the use of: CUDA Streams 
A sequence of operations that execute in issue-order on the GPU 

Streams allow performing multiple CUDA operations simultaneously 
(beyond multi-threaded parallelism) 

CUDA Kernels <<<>>> ()  

cudaMemcpyAsync (HostToDevice)  

cudaMemcpyAsync (DeviceToHost) 

Operations on the CPU 

Programming model used to effect concurrency 
CUDA operations in different streams may run concurrently 

Pipelining on GPU

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

Non-blocking variant of cudaMemcpy



Pipelining Operations on GPU

Serial cudaMemcpyAsync(H2D) cudaMemcpyAsync(D2H)Kernel<<<>>>

time

cudaMemcpyAsync(H2D) K1 DH1

K2 DH2

K3 DH3

K4 DH4

Concurrent – Overlap kernel and D2H copy

time

Streams

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

1.33x 
Performance  
improvement



Common CUDA Stream Functions

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

cudaStream_t stream; // Declaring the stream variable 
cudaStreamCreate(&stream); // Creating the stream 

// Assigning Stream to kernel launch 
myKernel<<grid, shmem, stream>>(args);  

// Checking if the stream has finished 
if (cudaStreamQuery(stream) == cudaSuccess) cout << "Finished";  

// Waiting for finalization 
cudaStreamSynchronize(stream); 

// De-allocating memory 
cudaStreamDestroy(stream);



Amount of Concurrency
Serial

2-way concurrency (up to 2x)

3-way concurrency (up to 3x)

4-way concurrency (3x+)

4+ way concurrency

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



GPU (C2070) 
Serial: 125 Gflops (2.9x)

2-way: 177 Gflops (4.1x) 
3-way: 262 Gfllops (6.1x)

Default stream 

stream 1 

stream 2 

stream 3 

stream 4

Example – Tiled DGEMM

CPU (4-core Intel Westmere x5670 @ 2.93 GHz, MKL) 
43 Gflops

Obtain maximum performance by leveraging concurrency

Double-Precision Dense Matrix Multiplication: M=N=8192, K=288

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

GPU + CPU 
4-way: 282 Gflops (6.6x)  
Up to 330 Gflops for larger rank

CPU

All communication hidden – effectively removes device memory size limitation



Completely synchronous w.r.t. host and device 
As if cudaDeviceSynchronize() inserted before and after every CUDA operation 

Exceptions – asynchronous w.r.t:  
- Host kernel launches in the default stream  
- cudaMemcpyAsync 
- cudaMemsetAsync 
- cudaMemcpy within the same device 
- H2D cudaMemcpy of 64kB or less

Default Stream (aka Stream '0')

Stream used when no stream is specified

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

E.g., cudaMemcpyAsync() followed by Kernel<<<>>> in Stream  0. 
The memcpy will block the kernel, but neither will block the host.



Pinned Memory

Source: https://devblogs.nvidia.com/how-optimize-data-transfers-cuda-cc/ 

An allocation of virtual memory pages for exclusive access by the GPU

Pinned allocations accelerate transfer 
bandwidth by not requiring a previous 

copy from OS accessible memory pages

cudaMemcpy

cudaMallocHost()

Copying memory from OS-allocated 
pages (e.g., via malloc) requires two 

copies of the data.

cudaMemcpy

malloc()

implicit copy

https://devblogs.nvidia.com/how-optimize-data-transfers-cuda-cc/


CUDA operations must be in different, non-0, streams

Requirements for Concurrency

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

cudaMemcpyAsync with host from 'pinned' memory 
- Page-locked memory 

- Allocated using cudaMallocHost() or cudaHostAlloc() 

    cudaMemcpyAsyncs in different directions

Sufficient resources must be available 
Device resources (SMEM, registers, blocks, etc.)



Simple Example: Synchronous

cudaMalloc ( &dev1, size ) ; 
double* host1 = (double*) malloc ( &host1, size ) ; 
…

cudaMemcpy ( dev1, host1, size, H2D ) ; 
kernel2 <<< grid, block, 0 >>> ( …, dev2, … ) ; 
kernel3 <<< grid, block, 0 >>> ( …, dev3, … ) ; 
cudaMemcpy ( host4, dev4, size, D2H ) ; 
...

Completely  
synchronous

All CUDA operations in the default stream are synchronous

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



Simple Example: Asynchronous, No Streams

cudaMalloc ( &dev1, size ) ; 
double* host1 = (double*) malloc ( &host1, size ) ; 
… 

cudaMemcpy ( dev1, host1, size, H2D ); 
kernel2 <<< grid, block >>> ( …, dev2, … );  
some_CPU_method (); 
kernel3 <<< grid, block >>> ( …, dev3, … ); 
cudaMemcpy ( host4, dev4, size, D2H) ; 
... 

Potentially  
overlapped

GPU kernels are asynchronous with host by default

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



Simple Example: Asynchronous with Streams

cudaStream_t stream1, stream2, stream3, stream4 ;  cudaStreamCreate ( &stream1) ; 
... 
// pinned memory required on host 
cudaMalloc ( &dev1, size );  cudaMallocHost ( &host1, size );  
… 

cudaMemcpyAsync ( dev1, host1, size, H2D, stream1 ); 
kernel2 <<< grid, block, 0, stream2 >>> ( …, dev2, …  ); 
kernel3 <<< grid, block, 0, stream3 >>> ( …, dev3, … ); 
cudaMemcpyAsync ( host4, dev4, size, D2H, stream4 ); 
some_CPU_method (); 
...

Potentially  
overlapped

Fully asynchronous / concurrent 
Data used by concurrent operations should be independent

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



Explicit Synchronization

Synchronize everything 
cudaDeviceSynchronize () 
Blocks host until all issued CUDA calls are complete

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

Synchronize w.r.t. a specific stream 
           cudaStreamSynchronize ( streamId ) 

Blocks host until all CUDA calls in streamId are complete

Synchronize using Events 
Create specific 'Events', within streams, to use for synchronization 
+ cudaEventRecord ( event, streamid ) 
+ cudaEventSynchronize ( event ) 
+ cudaStreamWaitEvent ( stream,event )  
+ cudaEventQuery ( event )



Explicit Synchronization Example

cudaEvent_t event;  
cudaEventCreate (&event); // create event

cudaMemcpyAsync ( d_in, in, size, H2D, stream1 );  
cudaEventRecord (event, stream1);

// 1) H2D copy of new input 
// record event

cudaMemcpyAsync ( out, d_out, size, D2H, stream2 ); // 2) D2H copy of previous result

cudaStreamWaitEvent ( stream2, event );  
kernel <<< , , , stream2 >>> ( d_in, d_out );

// wait for event in stream1 
// 3) must wait for 1 and 2

asynchronousCPUmethod 
( … )

// Async GPU method

Resolve using an event 

{

}

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



Implicit Synchronization

Page-locked memory allocation 
cudaMallocHost   
cudaHostAlloc

Device memory allocation 
cudaMalloc 

Non-Async version of memory operations 
cudaMemcpy* (no Async suffix) 
cudaMemset* (no Async suffix) 

Change to L1/shared memory configuration 
cudaDeviceSetCacheConfig

These operations implicitly synchronize all other CUDA operations

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 



Stream Scheduling
Fermi hardware has 3 queues 

1.Compute Engine queue 
H2D Copy Engine queue 
D2H Copy Engine queue

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

CUDA operations are dispatched to HW in the sequence they were issued 
Placed in the relevant queue 
Stream dependencies between engine queues are maintained

A CUDA operation is dispatched from the engine queue if:   
     Preceding calls in the same stream have completed 
     Preceding calls in the same queue have been dispatched 
     Resources are available

CUDA kernels may be executed concurrently if they are in different streams

Threadblocks for a given kernel are scheduled if: 
            All threadblocks for preceding kernels have been scheduled 
            There still are SM resources available

Note: A blocked operation blocks all other operations in the queue, even in other streams



tim
e

execution

HDa1
HDb1

K1

DH1
DH2

Example – Blocked Queue

Two streams, stream 1 is issued first 
Stream 1 : HDa1, HDb1, K1, DH1 (issued first) 
Stream 2 : DH2 (completely independent of stream 1)

H2D queue compute queue D2H queue

K1 DH1

DH2

Signals between queues  
enforce synchronization

Queues do not maintain a dependency graph 

Dependencies force a 
sequential execution for 
DH1.

Independent DH2 
has to wait.

runtime = 5

K1

DH1

DH2

program

is
su

e 
or

de
r

HDb1

HDa1 HDa1

HDb1

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

CUDA operations get 
added to queues in 

issue order



Two streams, stream 2 is issued first 
Stream 1 : HDa1, HDb1, K1, DH1 
Stream 2 : DH2 (issued first))

DH2

HDa1

HDb1

K1

DH1

Issue order matters!

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

Example – Blocked Queue

program

HDa1 K1

DH1

DH2

HDb1

H2D queue compute queue D2H queue

is
su

e 
or

de
r

HDa1 DH2
HDb1

K1
DH1

Concurrent

tim
e

execution

runtime = 4



Two streams – just issuing CUDA kernels 
Stream 1 : Ka1, Kb1  
Stream 2 : Ka2, Kb2 

Kernels are similar size, fill ½ of the SM resources

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

Example – Blocked Kernel

is
su

e 
or

de
r

tim
e

Ka1 Ka2
Kb1 Kb2

runtime = 2

Issue breadth first

compute queue execution

Kb2

Ka2

Kb1

Ka1

is
su

e 
or

de
r

tim
e

Ka1
Kb1 Ka2

Kb2

Issue depth first                                       

runtime = 3

compute queue execution

Kb2

Ka2

Kb1

Ka1



Stream 1 : Ka1 {2}, Kb1 {1} 
Stream 2 : Kc2 {1}, Kd2 {2}  

Example - Optimal Concurrency 

Two streams – just issuing CUDA kernels – but kernels are different 'sizes'

Execution time also matters!

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

Can depend on kernel execution time!

Kd2

Kb1

Ka1

Kc2

compute  
queue

is
su

e 
or

de
r

tim
e

execution

runtime = 4

Breadth First

Kd2Kb1
Ka1 Kc2

Kd2

Kb1

Ka1

runtime = 5

Depth First

Kc2 Kd2
Kb1
Ka1

Kc2

compute  
queue

is
su

e 
or
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r

tim
e

execution

Custom

runtime = 3

Kd2
Kb1

Ka1

Kc2
Kd2Kb1

Ka1 Kc2

compute  
queue
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e 
or
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r
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e
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Three streams, each performing (HD, K, DH)  
Breadth first strategy 

Sequentially issued kernels delay signals and block cudaMemcpy(D2H)

Example – Concurrent Kernels and Blocking

program

is
su

e 
or

de
r

HD1
HD2
HD3
K1
K2
K3

DH1
DH2
DH3

Signals between sequentially 
issued kernels are delayed.

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

HD2

H2D queue compute queue D2H queue

HD1 K1 DH1

DH2

HD3

K2

K3 DH3

tim
e

execution

runtime = 7

Blocked!
HD2
HD1

HD3 K2
K1

K3

DH2
DH1

DH3

Careful: Sequentially issued compute kernels delay signals. 



Three streams, each performing (HD, K, DH)  
Depth first strategy

Example – Concurrent Kernels and Blocking

Kernels are no longer issued 
sequentially

Source: CUDA C/C++ Streams and Concurrency. Steve Rennich. NVIDIA Corporation 

tim
e

execution

runtime = 5

HD2
HD1

HD3 K2
K1

K3 DH2
DH1

DH3

HD2

H2D queue compute queue D2H queue

HD1 K1 DH1

DH2

HD3

K2

K3 DH3

program

is
su

e 
or

de
r

HD1
K1

DH1
HD2
K2

DH2
HD3
K3

DH3

Solution: Interleave operation types.



Warp-Level Primitives



Synchronizing Threads

There are two ways to synchronize threads:

Grid-Level Synchronization

Block 0 
Threads [0:127]

Grid

Block 1 
Threads [128:255]

Block 2 
Threads [256:383]

Block 3 
Threads [384:511]

Block 0 Block 1

Block 2 Block 3

myKernel<<>>()

Ti
m

e

myKernel<<>>()

Block 0
Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

We use grid-level synchronization only when we need to coordinate data-exchanges 
between different blocks through global memory.



Synchronizing Threads
Block-Level Synchronization

Warp 0 
Threads [0:31]

Block 0

Warp 1 
Threads [32:63]

Warp 2 
Threads [64:95]

Warp 3 
Threads [96:127]

__syncthreads()

Warp 0

Warp 1
Warp 2

Warp 3

But what if we only need to synchronize threads / communicate within a warp?

Ti
m

e

Warp 0

Warp 1
Warp 2

Warp 3

myKernel<<>>()

We use block-level synchronization (__syncthreads()) and share memory  
to coordinate operations among the threads of the block.



Warp-Level Primitives

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

Enable direct communication between threads of a warp.



Warp-Level Syncronization

Source: CUDA C++ Programming Guide. https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html

void __syncwarp(unsigned mask=FULL_MASK);
Cause the executing thread to wait until all warp lanes named in mask have 
executed a __syncwarp() (with the same mask) before resuming execution.
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https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html


Shuffle Collectives (Generic)

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

int v =  shfl_sync(mask, v, i);

Returns value of v of thread i, included in the mask.



Shuffle Collectives (Relative)

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

int __shfl_up_sync(mask, v, i);  / int __shfl_down_sync(mask, v, i);
Returns value of v of thread (tid + i) or (tid - i) in the mask



Shuffle Collectives (XOR)

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

void __shfl_xor_sync(mask, v, i);
Returns value of v of thread (tid ^ i) in the mask



Ballot Collectives 

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

int x = __ballot_sync(mask, p, pred);
Evaluates pred on all threads in the warp and sets 
1 to the bit corresponding to the thread position 
whose pred evaluates to true, 0 otherwise.

int p = __any_sync(mask, v, &pred);
Returns mask when any input is true, 0 otherwise. 
pred is set to 1 if true, 0 otherwise.

int p = __all_sync(mask, v, &pred);
Returns mask when all inputs are true, 0 otherwise. 
pred is set to 1 if true, 0 otherwise.



Match Collectives 

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes

uint p = __match_any_sync(key);
Returns set of threads that have the same value, as a bit mask

uint p = __match_all_sync(key, &pred);
Returns full mask, if all threads have the same value, otherwise 0.
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template <unsigned int blockSize> __device__ void warpReduce(volatile int *sdata, unsigned int tid)  
{ 

if (blockSize >= 64) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 32]; 
if (blockSize >= 32) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 16]; 
if (blockSize >= 16) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 8];

if (blockSize >=  
if (blockSize >=  
if (blockSize >=

8) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid +  4]; 
4) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid +  2]; 
2) sdata[tid] += sdata[tid +  1];

Source: Optimizing Parallel Reduction in CUDA. Mark Harris. NVIDIA Developer Technology 

} 

template <unsigned int blockSize> global void reduce6(int *g_idata, int *g_odata, unsigned int n)  
{  
  extern shared int sdata[]; 
  unsigned int tid = threadIdx.x; 
  unsigned int i = blockIdx.x*(blockSize*2) + tid; 
  unsigned int gridSize = blockSize*2*gridDim.x;  sdata[tid] = 0; 

  while (i < n) { sdata[tid] += g_idata[i] + g_idata[i+blockSize]; i += gridSize; } 
  __syncthreads(); 

 if (blockSize >= 512) { if (tid < 256) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 256]; } __syncthreads(); } 
 if (blockSize >= 256) { if (tid < 128) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 128]; } __syncthreads(); }
if (blockSize >= 128) { if (tid < 64) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 64]; } __syncthreads(); } 

if (tid < 32) warpReduce(sdata, tid); 
if (tid == 0) g_odata[blockIdx.x] = sdata[0];
}

Final Reduction Kernel 
from last week

All accesses are made to shared 
memory. Even though this is a 

warp-local operation.



Warp-Level Parallel Reduction+Broadcast

Inefficient communication: through shared/global memory.

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes



Warp-Level Parallel Reduction+Broadcast

Better approach: using Butterfly shuffle.

Source: Warp-synchronous programming with Cooperative Groups. Caroline Collange, Inria Rennes
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template <unsigned int blockSize> __device__ void warpReduce(volatile int *sdata, unsigned int tid)  
{ 

    double value = sdata[tid]; 
     
    for (int i=16; i>=1; i/=2) 
        value += __shfl_xor_sync(0xffffffff, value, i, 32); 

    sdata[tid] = value;
} 

template <unsigned int blockSize> global void reduce6(int *g_idata, int *g_odata, unsigned int n)  
{  
  extern shared int sdata[]; 
  unsigned int tid = threadIdx.x; 
  unsigned int i = blockIdx.x*(blockSize*2) + tid; 
  unsigned int gridSize = blockSize*2*gridDim.x;  sdata[tid] = 0; 

  while (i < n) { sdata[tid] += g_idata[i] + g_idata[i+blockSize]; i += gridSize; } 
  __syncthreads(); 

 if (blockSize >= 512) { if (tid < 256) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 256]; } __syncthreads(); } 
 if (blockSize >= 256) { if (tid < 128) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 128]; } __syncthreads(); }
if (blockSize >= 128) { if (tid < 64) { sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + 64]; } __syncthreads(); } 

if (tid < 32) warpReduce(sdata, tid); 
if (tid == 0) g_odata[blockIdx.x] = sdata[0];
}

Source: Optimizing Parallel Reduction in CUDA. Mark Harris. NVIDIA Developer Technology 

All register accesses 
inside warp-loop


